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Reasoning about the referent of a picture versus
reasoning about the picture as the referent:

An effect of visual realism

DANIEL L. SCHWARTZ
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee

Research on picture perception and picture-based problem solving has generally considered the
information that enables one to "see" and think about a picture's subject matter. However, people
often reason about a picture or representation as the referent itself. The question addressed here is
whether pictorial features themselves help determine when one reasons about the referent of an
image, as with an engrossing movie, and when one reasons about the image in its own right, as with
abstract art. Two experiments tested the hypothesis that pictures with relatively high fidelity to their
referents lead people to think about those referents, whereas pictures with relatively low fidelity lead
people to think about the picture as a referent. Subjects determined whether marks on the bottom
and top boards of an open hinge would meet if the hinge were closed. Accuracy and latency results
indicated that subjects who saw realistic displays simulated the physical behavior of the hinge
through analog imagery. In contrast, subjects who saw schematic displays tended to reason about
static features of the display such as line lengths and angles. The results demonstrate that re
searchers must be cautious when generalizing from reasoning about diagrammatic materials to rea
soning about the referents themselves.

In the psychological study ofpicture perception, a pri
mary objective has been the delineation of visual forms,
cues, relationships, or information that allow one to "see"
and think about the referent of a picture (e.g., Buswell,
1935; Gibson & Bridgeman, 1987; Hochberg, 1962; Rock,
Halper, & Clayton, 1972; Wertheimer, 1958). A rich set
of issues arises when the information in a picture equally
specifies different referents. For example, Hochberg
(1974) argued for the existence of mental representation
on the basis of a one-to-many mapping between stimulus
and percepts. He argued that multiple perceptions of the
same stimulus occur because people map an underspec
ified picture onto different representations of prior per
ceptual experience. For example, if people interpret one
face of a Necker cube as being in the foreground, they
will enrich the other cube faces so that the overall image
will be consistent with their representation of cubes. If
people interpret the same face as being in the back
ground, they will enrich the rest of the cube in a differ
ent way,again in accordance with their cube representation.
While Hochberg's argument revolved around stimuli that
create optical illusions, there is a more general one-to
many mapping involving pictorial stimuli. Every picture
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has at least two distinct readings-a picture "of" a referent
and a picture "as" a referent (cf. Amheim, 1969; Siegel,
1978). According to Hochberg's argument, a picture is
interpreted according to its referential function and can
be embellished by reference to perceptual representa
tions of its physical referent. However, one can also in
terpret a picture (or any representation) as a referent in its
own right and embellish it by reference to formal fea
tures, conceptual structures, and other things that do not
depend on prior perceptions of the distal referent (e.g.,
Gombrich, 1974; Hanson, 1961). The research task then
is to find the factors that help people resolve the one-to
many mapping between representation and reference in
herent to visual artifacts. When will one view a picture
as a window on a referent, as with an engrossing movie,
and when will one view a picture as a referent itself, as
with abstract art?

Controlling for cultural history (cf. Deregowski,
Muldrow, & Muldrow, 1972; Hochberg & Brooks, 1962),
the hypothesis examined here is that, with respect to its
referent, the visual impoverishment, or infidelity, of a
picture influences the way people "view" and think about
that picture. I will call this the fidelity hypothesis: the de
gree to which a picture violates or omits naturally occur
ring perceptual information helps to specify the picture's
self or other reference. I A "realistic" picture leads one to
think in terms of the picture's referent. A picture with in
fidelities leads one to think in terms of the representa
tion. An intuitive example comes from movies in which
a particular special effect does not work quite right, and
one briefly sees the special effect rather than the action
it portrays. The hypothesis is not meant to imply that
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people cannot switch between, or simultaneously enter
tain, two views on a picture. For example, those in the arts
often consider the relationship between the formal fea
tures ofan image and its semantic content (e.g., McLuhan,
1965). Instead, the hypothesis is meant to suggest that,
in general, the perceptual features of an image provide
information (or lack of information) that supports an ini
tial disambiguation of the image's referential status, a
disambiguation which may have functional consequences
in subsequent problem solving (cf. Chastain & Burnham,
1975).

Prior research shows that both physical and spatial in
fidelities influence what people perceive and recall. For
example, one class ofresearch has used a violations par
adigm in which elements of an image are placed in im
possible or unusual spatial and physical relations (e.g.,
Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Mandler
& Stein, 1974). The results generally indicate that iden
tification, recall, recognition, and reconstruction are di
minished by violations. A particularly relevant finding
comes from Freyd, Pantzer, and Cheng (1988). In one
condition, subjects were shown a picture of a pot hang
ing from a hook. They then saw a second picture in
which the hook had been removed. Subsequently, the
subjects were shown a third picture and had to judge if it
was the same as the second picture they had just seen. As
though gravity had been operating on their representa
tions ofthe image, subjects tended to make "same" judg
ments when the pot had actually been displaced down
ward in the third picture. Of importance to the current
work, this displacement effect disappeared if the initial
picture did not include a hook supporting the pot. One
interpretation of this result is that when the original
image had an infidelity with respect to physical support,
subjects represented an image of a pot rather than a real
pot with mass.

In other research, investigators have examined the role
of perceptual impoverishment by comparing the effects
of diagrams, photographs, films, and physical objects
on measures of problem solving, learning, and transfer
(e.g., Ferguson & Hegarty, 1995; Joseph & Dwyer, 1984;
Kaiser, Proffitt, & Anderson, 1985; Moore & Schwartz,
1994; Murray, 1970; Schwartz & Black, in press). Ex
cepting tasks that require fine discriminations of unfa
miliar and visually complex referents (e.g., a photograph
of a heart, Parkhurst & Dwyer, 1983), studies with sig
nificant results have found that people perform better
when working with more visually realistic materials.
However, these tasks have generally examined people's
understanding of the referents of the images and not the
images themselves. One exception is research that ex
amined adolescent cognition about linear relationships
using physical winches, computer diagrams of winches,
and number tables (Moore, 1993). Although Moore
found descriptive evidence that the physical winch
yielded superior transfer to other tasks (cf. Ferguson &
Hegarty, 1995), she also found that the computer dia
gram and number table led to earlier numerical activity.
Conceivably, the latter result, similar to Freyd's, could be

due to a focus on the properties of the representations
themselves rather than a focus on the physical and causal
device to which they referred.

Developmental studies provide clear documentation
of how behaviors may change depending on the referen
tial status accorded to a stimulus. For example, in Mi
schel's delay-of-gratification studies, children were
shown a reward such as a cookie (Mischel, Shoda, & Ro
driguez, 1989). The children were told they could either
take the reward immediately or wait to receive double the
reward. The results showed that children delayed gratifi
cation longer if they were encouraged to think of the
physical reward as though it were a picture. Research by
DeLoache and Marzolf (1991) shows how perceptual fi
delity may influence the child's referential assignment
and subsequent reasoning. Young children were shown a
representation of a toy hidden in a room. Afterwards,
they were told to find the real toy. When the representa
tion was a miniature toy placed in a scale model of the
room, 21/ ryear-olds could not locate the target toy in the
larger room. However, if the representation was a photo
graph of the toy in its hiding place, 21/ ryear-olds could
locate the object. DeLoache contends that children in
terpreted the miniature toy and scale model as referents
in their own right, whereas they interpreted the photo
graph as a representation of the referents. One may spec
ulate that because the photograph was less resemblant to
a real object, young children were more sensitive to its
symbolic function.

To conduct an initial examination of the hypothesis
that perceptual fidelity helps to specify the referential
status ofa picture, subjects in the following experiments
reasoned about hinges. Their task was to determine
whether a mark on each leg of a hinge would meet if the
hinge were to close. Figure 1 shows the "realistic" hinge
that, according to the hypothesis, should lead people to
reason by reference to real hinges, and the "abstract"
hinge that should lead people to reason by reference to
the representation. Although the realistic image is car
toonish, several cues might lead subjects to "see through"
the image to a physical hinge. There were the perceptual
cues, including one-point perspective and occlusion, and
there were the force cues, including the taut rope sup
porting the mass of the upper board. The abstract draw
ing omits these cues. Despite verbal instructions indi
cating that the abstract image is a hinge that closes, the
perceptual impoverishment of this drawing may cause
people to think about the image as the referent rather
than the physical hinge to which it refers.

If subjects reason in terms of physical hinges, they
may be inclined to solve the problem by mentally de
picting the hinge's closing behavior (Hegarty, 1992;
Schwartz & Black, in press). An implied motion para
digm has shown that people can interpolate a pivoting
motion between two flashing boards (Foster, 1975). If
the current results show that people can interpolate a
pivoting motion from a static display, this would be a
useful finding, because there has been relatively little
work demonstrating mental imagery for objects that are
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Figure 1.A realistic and abstract version of the hinge problem. Will the top mark meet with the bottom mark ifthe hingecloses?
One group of subjects saw the realistic version, and a second group saw the abstract version. The marks will meet. For the re
alistic picture shown here, it may be easier to determine the match by moving one's head to the left, in line with the perspec
tive shown in the image.

constrained by physical principles other than object
rigidity (e.g., pivot joints; Parsons, 1987).

If subjects focus on the lines and angles that constitute
the image of the hinge, they may be inclined to compare
line lengths or implied angles. I will call this and other
similar approaches "feature based" to capture the idea that
subjects are reasoning about discrete features of the hinge
image rather than about the behavior ofa hinge. Evidence
of feature-based reasoning is not direct evidence that one
is reasoning about a representation rather than its specific
referent. For example, one could physically measure and
compare the features of a physical hinge. Because refer
ents and resembling images necessarily share properties,
it should be possible to find, or cause, crossovers between
referent- and image-focused reasoning (e.g., Mischel et al.,
1989). Moreover, feature-based reasoning may be peculiar
to the abstract images of the current task. Consequently,
feature-based reasoning is used as the prediction that
arises from a consideration of how people would reason
about the static image ifthey did not enrich it by reference
to their dynamic knowledge of physical hinges.

Research by Cooper and others (Cooper, 1976; Cooper
& Podgorny, 1976; Kail, Carter, & Pellegrino, 1979) sug
gests how one might distinguish between simulation and
feature-based strategies. Cooper found two latency pat
terns among subjects who determined the equivalency of
two Atteneave figures. In one case, latencies increased
with the size of the angular disparity between the two
figures. This indicated an analog rotation according to
the rationale that larger angular disparities require more
processing, because there are more degrees through
which to rotate a figure (Shepard, 1968/1982). Thus, the
model for this strategy was that subjects rotated the two
figures into alignment and then made a holistic compar
ison of their configurations. Supporting the interpreta
tion of a holistic comparison, the similarity between the
two figures did not influence the latencies. In the second
case, latencies increased as the figures became more

similar, but did not vary as a function of angular dispar
ity. This indicated a rejection-oriented, feature-based
comparison. Subjects chose a feature on one figure and
searched for it on the second figure. If they found a
matching feature, they then picked a second feature and
repeated the process. Nearly identical figures caused long
latencies because subjects needed to check numerous
features before they chanced on a discriminating feature.

In the hinge task, one might expect a somewhat simi
lar split in data patterns. If subjects imagine a falling
hinge through analog imagery, as expected for the real
istic hinge, latencies should depend on the opening, or
angular disparity, of the hinge. If subjects solve the prob
lem through a feature-based approach, as expected for
the abstract image, then the determinant ofresponse time
should be the size ofthe mismatch between the upper and
lower board segments, not the angular disparity. Larger
mismatches should lead to faster responses, because
greater differences in magnitudes make for faster and
more accurate discriminations (Johnson, 1939; Moyer,
1973). So, whereas Cooper's research relied on the num
ber of mismatched features to show a feature-based
strategy, the current studies relied on the metric size of
a mismatch. In the situation where the board segments
match, one might expect a two-stage process. Subjects
who begin a match problem with a feature-based ap
proach should find it very difficult to determine the an
swer. Presumably subjects would allow for a margin of
error in their length estimations, and it would be difficult
to discriminate whether a near mismatch should really be
a match. Consequently, they may abandon their rejection
strategy in favor of a confirmation strategy. One possi
ble confirmation strategy is to use the preceding analog
strategy. If subjects using a feature-based strategy do
switch to an analog strategy for the match problems, then
the analog transformations should begin later for them
than for those subjects who solve the problem with an
analog strategy from the outset.
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EXPERIMENT!

To contrast analog and feature-based strategies for the
hinge task, I tried to make the difficulty of the mismatch
problems increase with the angular disparity if using an
analog strategy,but decrease if using a feature-based strat
egy. This would make it so that analog solutions would
take longer and be more error prone at larger angular dis
parities, whereas feature-based solutions would become
quicker and more accurate. The way this was done was
to make the size of a mismatch increase with the angu
lar disparity. Figure 2 shows how the position of the gap
on the upper leg of the hinge varies for two angular dis
parities. Notice that for the two types of mismatch prob
lem, undershoot and overshoot, the 800 angular disparity
yields larger gap offsets than the 200 angular disparity.
For a feature-based strategy, the increase in offset should
have a relatively large effect. This strategy may capital
ize on the increasing discriminability of the negative
problems without being appreciably affected by the in
creasing angular disparity. Because a feature-based strat
egy does not require a larger pivoting transformation at
larger angles, response times and errors should decrease
as the discriminability of the negative problems grows.
For the analog strategy, the increase in offset should have
a relatively small effect compared with the angular dis
parity. Latencies should primarily be a function of how
far subjects need to imagine pivoting the upper leg. Ad
ditionally, the accuracy benefit of a larger offset should
be mitigated, because subjects have more opportunity to
compound transformation errors over a larger angular
disparity.

The relationship between the gap offset and the angu
lar disparity required a discrimination function that was
sufficient to benefit a feature-based strategy, but not so
generous that subjects could detect an obvious mis
match. Using the observations ofpilot subjects, I altered

Overshoot - - . - - - 
M8tch--

Undershoot - - - - -

the interior angles of the problems by 10% for the mis
matches. In Figure 2, the undershoot and overshoot prob
lems are displaced by 10% of the match interior angles,
yielding a larger offset for the larger angular disparity
(the match positions are the same in each case). Figure 3
shows how this function translates into the gap's offset
across the problems of Experiment 1. The figure shows
that the offset increases as a function of the angular dis
parity and the distance of the bottom mark from the
hinge axis.

For the current task, if one associates an analog strat
egy with thinking about the referent of the picture and a
feature-based strategy with thinking about the picture as
the referent, there are four predictions that would support
the fidelity hypothesis. (1) For subjects who view the re
alistic hinge, there should be a positive correlation be
tween latency and angular disparity for the match and
mismatch problems. (2) For subjects who view the ab
stract hinge, there should be a negative correlation be
tween latency and angular disparity for the mismatch
problems. (3) The intercept of the linear model describing
the latency data for the match problems should be greater
in the abstract condition than in the realistic condition,
because subjects will have first tried to solve the prob
lem using a feature-based strategy. (4) As the angular dis
parity increases on the mismatch problems, the abstract
condition responses should become more accurate,
whereas the realistic-condition responses should become
less accurate.

Method
Subjects. Thirty-two undergraduates and graduates from Co

lumbia University (26 females) participated for financial compen
sation. (One abstract-condition subject was replaced because she
physically measured the hinge lengths.) The subjects were as
signed randomly to ensure equal gender distributions.

Stimuli and Design. The experiment included one between
subjects and two within-subject factors. The between-subjects fac-

Figure 2. The position ofthe upper mark for the match and mismatch problems at two
angular disparities. The lines intersecting the upper leg of the hinge show the center posi
tions ofthe gap for the undershoot, match, and overshootproblems. Note that the mismatch
offsets along the upper leg are greater for the larger angular disparity. The amount of off
set is determined by a 10% change to the interior angle that would put the gap at the match
position.
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Figure 3. The size of the undershoot and overshoot offsets plotted by angular disparity and the distance of the lower mark
along the bottom leg of the hinge.

tor was the display condition. which had the levels of realistic and
abstract drawings (see Figure I). The angular disparity factor de
termined the openness of the hinge ranging from 20° to 90° in 10°
increments. The problem type factor determined whether a prob
lem was a match, an undershoot, or an overshoot. as described
above. The ratio of problem types was 2 matches to I undershoot
to I overshoot. To prevent memorization, the problems were var
ied in secondary ways. The length of the top board was either 6.25
or 8.25 cm. (The bottom board was always 8.75 cm.) For the 6.25
cm board, the bottom mark was either 3.25 or 4.25 em from the
hinge axis. For the 8.25-cm board, the distance was either 4.25 or
5.25 ern. These variations were not of theoretical interest to the
current investigation and will not be analyzed. All told, each sub
ject saw 128 experimental trials (8 angular disparities X 2 mark
distances X 2 board lengths X 4 match/mismatch). Eight random
problem sequences used in either direction created 16 problem or
ders for each condition.

Procedure. Subjects sat approximately I m from an IBM 8513
VGA monitor. They placed the forefingers of each hand on the
"yes" and "no" keys ("?" and "z;' respectively) and used their
thumbs to press the spacebar. The subjects worked 20 practice
problems that used slightly different sizes. For the first ofthe prac
tice problems, the experimenter stated, "This is a hinge, and the
question is whether the top mark will meet with the bottom mark
ifit closes. If you think it will, press the 'yes' key, and if you think
it won't, press the 'no' key." After the choice was made, the com
puter provided textual feedback stating whether or not the answer
was correct. For the negative problems, additional feedback was
provided by a second bottom mark that showed its true match po
sition. The subjects were encouraged to examine the feedback to
calibrate their thinking if necessary. The subjects pressed the space
bar for the next problem. After two or three initial practice prob
lems, the experimenter explained that the recorded trials would
not have any feedback and that both speed and accuracy were im
portant. The subjects finished the practice working alone. The
computer notified the subjects that the recorded trials were begin
ning. Four filler problems were appended to the front of the
recorded trials. The subjects debriefed by explaining their strate-

gies on three representative problems, one being from the other
condition.

Results
Averaging across trials, the realistic display led to

faster and less variable responses (2.08 sec, SD = 1.49)
than did the abstract display (2.84 sec, SD = 2.52).2 The
realistic display also yielded more correct responses
(74.5%, SD = 9.4% across subjects) than the abstract
display (69.4%, SD = 10.3%). The primary hypotheses
involve the effect of the angular disparity on the latency
and accuracy data in each display condition. First, I an
alyze the correct response latencies represented in the
top row of Figure 4. Suggesting an analog transforma
tion, the realistic condition latencies had a positive linear
trend across the mismatch and match problems, except
for the two smallest angles of the undershoot problems.
In contrast, the abstract-condition latencies had a posi
tive trend for the match problems but a negative or flat
trend for the mismatch problems. This suggests that sub
jects may have used a feature-based, rather than analog,
solution for the abstract mismatch problems.

To analyze the latency data, regression slopes of la
tency on angular disparity were fit for each subject sep
arately for the correctly answered undershoot, match, and
overshoot problems. The resulting coefficients served as
dependent measures in multivariate analyses (cf. Lorch
& Myers, 1990). Table 1 shows the means of the indi
viduals' regression coefficients within each condition
and the variability across subjects. The first analysis
tested whether the realistic-condition data had a suffi
cient linear trend to support the interpretation ofan ana
log transformation for the match and mismatch problems.
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Figure 4. Correct response latencies and percent correct across the angular disparities for each problem type and display
condition (Experiment 1). Error bars represent the standard error ofthe mean across trials for latencies and across subjects
for the percents correct.

The slope and intercept coefficients for each individual
served as the data in a doubly repeated multivariate analy
sis with problem type (under, match, over) as the within
subject factor. For the realistic condition, there was an
overall positive slope [F(l,15) = 9.62, p < .01]. The
slopes and intercepts did not reliably differ for the three
problem types [F(2,12) = 2.75, P > .1, HF = AI, and
F(2,12) = A6,p > .1, respectivelyj.' Table I shows that
the undershoot problems yielded a descriptively flatter
slope than the other two problem types. This flatness was
an artifact of the 20° problems which had inflated laten-

cies and errors in both display conditions. The extremely
small mismatch offset may have been problematic for the
subjects. Excluding the 20° problems, the average under
shoot slope became .010 sec/deg instead of .003 sec/deg
and the intercept became 1.66 sec instead of 1.75 sec.
These coefficients are more in line with the coefficients of
the match and overshoot problems which were not appre
ciably changed by omitting the 20° problems.

For the abstract display (including the 20° problems),
the combined mismatch slopes were reliably different
from the match slopes [F(I, 15) = 21.07,p < .01], as were

SD

Slope

M

Table 1
Within-Subject Linearity Measures on Angular Disparity (Experiment 1)

Latency Accuracy

Intercept R2 Exp(B) % Correct

M SD M SD M SD M SDCondition

20.3
19.8
19.8

76.6
70.8
80.6

.036

.026

.095

.977

.976
1.023

.076

.116

.095

.074

.176

.110

.81
1.44
1.87

1.75
1.57
1.85

.013

.013

.021

.003

.015

.007

Realistic
Under
Match
Over

Abstract
Under -.013 .023 3.79 2.34 .081 .108 1.016 .037 61.2 28.0
Match .027 .027 1.85 1.19 .136 .130 .979 .038 64.7 15.0
Over -.007 .022 2.96 1.95 .110 .108 1.019 .035 87.3 13.9

Note-Standard deviations represent between-subjects variability. Latency slopes are in seconds/
degree and intercepts are in seconds. Exp(B) represents the change in the odds of a correct an
swer for each degree of increase in angular disparity.



the intercepts [F(1, 15) = 15.25, p < .0 I]. These results
may be interpreted as evidence that subjects in the ab
stract condition used an analog transformation for the
match problems but a feature comparison for the mis
match problems.

To test whether the patterns in the two conditions were
reliably different, a new statistical design included the
between-subjects factor of display condition. The key
contrast tested whether the relationships between the
match and mismatch coefficients were different in the
two conditions. In formulaic terms, the contrast was
whether Abstract: (Under + Over)/2 - Match = Real
istic: (Under + Over)/2 - Match. The contrast was reli
able [Hotellings F( 4,27) = 4.64, p < .0 I] and extended
to the slopes [F(I,I6) = 9.87,p<.OI,HF= .53] and in
tercepts [F(I,I6) = 9.07,p < .01].

Assuming analog solutions for the match problems in
both display conditions, the evidence that subjects in the
abstract condition began their analog transformations
later was mixed. The contrast ofthe two conditions did not
reveal a reliable difference between the match-problem
slopes or intercepts [Hotellings F(2,29) = 2.05, p > .1].
This null result is somewhat surprising given the de
scriptive differences between the conditions. Forgoing
the generalizability ofa within-subject analysis, I further
explored the data with a multiple regression. Using the
correctly answered match problems, the dependent mea
sure was response time and the independent measures
were the display condition, angular disparity, and the con
dition X disparity interaction. The best regression model
[F(2,I380) = 72.84, p < .01, R = .31, SE = 2.04] in
cluded the display condition variable [t(1380) = 8.23,p <
.01, B = .90, SE = .11], the angular disparity variable
[t(I380) = 8.83, p < .01, B = .021, SE = .00], and the
constant term [t(1380) = 7.88, p < .01, B = 1.13, SE =
.14]. The condition X disparity interaction was not sig
nificant [t(1379) = 1.58, p > .1]. Interpreting these re
sults in terms of an analog transformation, both condi
tions exhibited an average rotation rate of 48.2°/sec for
the match problems. The intercept was 1.13 sec for the re
alistic condition and 2.04 sec for the abstract condition.
The aim ofExperiment 2 was to discover whether individ
ual differences could explain why this analysis revealed
a significant difference between the intercepts of the two
conditions whereas the within-subject analysis did not.

The predictions made for the accuracy data received
mixed support from the data represented in the bottom
row of Figure 4. The realistic condition was expected to
invite analog solutions which become more error prone
for larger angular disparities for all three problem types.
The data showed that the undershoot and match prob
lems did yield decreasing accuracy (except for the 20°
undershoot problem). However, the overshoot problems
yielded increasing accuracy past 50°. The abstract con
dition showed the predicted drop in accuracy for the
match problems and a modest increase in accuracy for
the undershoot and overshoot problems, as would be ex
pected ifa feature-based strategy was capitalizing on the
larger mismatches.
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The bottom half of Table I contains the means and
between-subjects variability of the individuals' percent
correct and the Exp(B) coefficients of accuracy on an
gular disparity. The Exp(B) coefficients represent how
the odds of a correct answer change as a function of the
angular disparity. Values greater than 1 indicate that ac
curacy increases with the angular disparity, whereas val
ues less than 1 indicate that accuracy declines with the
angular disparity. A multivariate analysis with display
condition as a between-subjects factor and problem type
as a within-subject factor was performed on the percent
correct and Exp(B) values. There was a reliable differ
ence in the pattern of results between each condition
[HoteIlings F(4,27) = 3.46,p < .05]. The univariate sta
tistics locate this effect in the Exp(B) values [F(2,24) =
3.98, p < .05; HF = .41] but not the percent correct
[F(2,24) = 2.49,p > .1].4

In the abstract condition there was a strong tendency
to judge a problem as an overshoot. This bias under
mines the latency analyses; subjects may have guessed
for many of the correct answers that were used in the la
tency analyses. Nonetheless, even if subjects were ulti
mately guessing, the reliable differences in the accuracy
and latency trends within the abstract condition and be
tween conditions suggests that there were real strategic
differences.

Discussion
Latencies, variances, errors, and linear trends differed

between the two conditions. These results document ef
fects of different graphical displays in the hinge task.
Unfortunately, the low correlations, the high between
subjects variability, and the imperfect fit of the data with
the original predictions mitigate strong process claims.
After I interpret the main results from the current study,
I describe possible explanations for the noisy nature of
the data.

For the realistic drawing of the hinge, the leading hy
pothesis was that subjects would simulate the hinge's
pivoting behavior. Based on analog imagery research, la
tencies and error levels should increase with the size of
the pivot. To a large extent, the data supported these pre
dictions. Even for the undershoot and overshoot prob
lems in which the size of a mismatch increased with the
size of the required pivot, latencies and errors generaIly
increased with angular disparity. This is a compeIling
finding, because the increasing mismatch discriminabil
ity would presumably counteract some of the effects of
having to conduct a longer transformation. Two excep
tions to the predicted linear patterns were found for the
20° undershoot problems and the larger disparities ofthe
overshoot problems.

For the abstract condition, the leading hypothesis was
that subjects would initially try to solve the problems by
relying on static features of the image. For the mismatch
problems, errors and latencies should drop as the angu
lar disparity increases, because the size and discrim
inability of a mismatch also increases. For the match
problems, the feature-based comparison should be dif-
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ficult because subjects must decide whether a small
difference is within their margin ofjudgment error. Con
sequently, subjects might abandon the feature-based, re
jection strategy for the analog strategy. To a large extent,
the data supported this process model. For the mismatch
problems, latencies and errors tended to decline with in
creases in angular disparity. For the match problems,
latencies and errors tended to rise with increases in an
gular disparity. Moreover, the intercept for the match
problems was larger in the abstract condition than in the
realistic condition, suggesting that a feature-based effort
may have preceded an analog solution in the abstract con
dition. However, in the current experiment, the latter re
sult was not reliable when the data were nested within
subjects. Exceptions to the predicted patterns were that
the overshoot latencies were quite flat across the angular
disparities, and the errors did not drop as the disparities
increased for the undershoot problems.

A notable aspect ofthe mismatch data for each condi
tion was that either the latency data or the error data fol
lowed the predicted pattern, but not both. For example,
for the realistic undershoots, accuracy declined with in
creases in angular disparity (as predicted), but latencies
did not rise as much as expected. And, for the abstract
undershoots, latencies declined with the increasing an
gular disparity (as predicted), but accuracy did not rise
as much as expected. One possible remediation for this
speed-accuracy tradeoff is to increase the rate at which
the offset grows over angular disparity for the abstract
problems and to reduce the rate for the realistic condition.
This might cause the slopes to rotate upward a small
amount in each condition. To avoid the confound of this
remediation, in the following experiment I only modi
fied the size of the overshoot offsets to remove the over
shoot bias found in the abstract condition.

The relatively low correlation between latency and an
gular disparity may have three sources. The first source
is the variability inherent in a difficult task. In traditional
analog imagery tasks, subjects make configural compar
isons (e.g., two letter shapes). Consequently, the differ
ences between an identical and mirrored image reveal
themselves throughout the image after the rotation is
completed. In the hinge task, the discrimination between
a match and mismatch problem involved fractions of
centimeters. The second source of the low correlations
may be the small range of usable angular disparities.
This small range was necessary because gravity pulls
the board in the wrong direction for angles greater than
90°. Because the hinge task is limited to smaller dispar
ity increments over a smaller angular range than most
analog imagery tasks, differences in latency across an
gular disparities will be less pronounced. Consequently,
there is less of an opportunity for strong correlations
against background noise. The third source of low cor
relations may be strategy switching. Although the evi
dence for the two conditions pointed toward distinct
strategies, subjects probably mixed a number ofdifferent
strategies (cf. Lohman & Kyllonen, 1983). The clearest

evidence of mixing comes by comparing the match and
mismatch data from the abstract condition. Debriefing
also provided evidence of strategy mixing. Subjects
from the realistic condition mentioned several strategies,
ranging from pivoting to tilting their heads. Subjects
from the abstract condition mentioned numerous strate
gies based on the static features of the problem, including
comparing line lengths, projecting right angles, looking
for isosceles triangles, bisecting angles, and projecting a
circle with the hinge axis as the center point.

Individual differences may have added further vari
ability to the results. For example, in the realistic condi
tion there were 2 subjects who did not appear to have used
an analog transformation. One subject had a 4-sec inter
cept term and I had a negative slope. In the following
study, a larger sample may help determine if these dif
ferences were due to stable individual differences in
strategy or were the tail end of a normal distribution.

EXPERIMENT 2

The second experiment tested the stability of the first
experiment's results by examining whether the linear
patterns replicated under several modifications. This is
important, given the high level of unexplained variance.
I therefore attempted in this experiment to improve ac
curacy in the abstract condition so that latency compar
isons between conditions would not be potentially ob
scured by overall accuracy differences.

Several adjustments to improve the profile and inter
pretability of the data were made in this experiment.
First, the number of training trials was doubled to allow
subjects sufficient time to calibrate their mismatch tol
erances and to settle into a consistent strategy. Second,
there was only a single upper-board length to reduce
variance associated with two board lengths. Third, there
were no 20° or 90° problems. The 20° problems may have
required too much precision, and the 90° problems may
have invited a more feature-based approach for the real
istic condition because of the physical impossibility that
a taut rope could hold the board at this angle (cf. Shiffar
& Freyd, 1991). Fourth, the number of problems at each
angular disparity was increased to yield a more stable es
timate for linearity analyses. Fifth, the gap offsets for the
undershoot and overshoot problems were made symmet
rical. In Experiment I, the offset of the overshoots in
creased faster than the undershoots (see Figure 3). This
asymmetry may have led to a number of the perplexing
accuracy results. Finally, the population sample was in
creased by 50% to support an analysis of individual dif
ferences in strategy use.

Method
Subjects. Forty-eight adults responded to advertisements

posted in the Columbia University community offering compensa
tion for participation in a computer display study. (Two subjects
had to be replaced due to experimenter error.) The subjects were
assigned randomly, with 8 males in the realistic condition and 7
males in the abstract condition.
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Design and Procedure. The following minor adjustments were
made to Experiment I. The angular disparity ranged from 30° to
80°. The top board was always 8.25 cm. The bottom mark was set
at 3.25, 4.25, and 5.25 ern for each angular disparity. The subjects
saw four match, two undershoot, and two overshoot problems for
each mark distance at each angular disparity. The gap offsets of the
overshoot problems were the same as the equivalent undershoots.
All told, there were 144 recorded trials (6 angular disparities X 3
mark distances X 8 match/mismatch). Procedurally, the subjects
saw 48 training trials and took a brief break between the training
and the recorded trials.

Results
The experimental modifications brought the two con

ditions closer in terms of average accuracy and latency.
The realistic condition had an average correct response
latency of 2.44 sec (SD = 2.05) with an accuracy of
70.0% (SD = 14.3% across subjects). The abstract con
dition had an average correct response latency of2.94 sec
(SD = 2.15) with an accuracy of71.0% (SD = 12.3%).
The top row of Figure 5 indicates that the latency patterns
were similar to the first experiment. The match problems
in both conditions led to positive linear trends, whereas
the no-match problems led to a crossover interaction be
tween the conditions. Table 2 shows that for the under
shoots and overshoots, the realistic condition tended to
have positive slopes, whereas the abstract condition

tended to have negative slopes. As in Experiment I, there
was a high level of unexplained variance. However, if
one covers the 30° problems in Figure 5, the mismatch
problems show fairly consistent slopes.

An analysis identical to Experiment 1 used the coeffi
cients found by regressing correct response latencies on
angular disparity for each subject for each problem type
(see Table 2). Of main interest, the slopes and intercepts
from the match and the mismatch problems exhibited
the same crossover interaction between the two condi
tions as they had in Experiment 1 [Hotellings F( 4,43) =

3.32, P < .05]. When separating out the contrast of the
slopes, a subject in the realistic condition had a match
intercept of 17 sec and added undue violations to the
sphericity assumption needed for retrieving the univari
ate statistics (see Note 3). When excluding the outlying
subject, the display condition X problem type interaction
was significant for the slopes [F(l,24) = 4.27, P < .05,
HF = .53].

Improving upon the marginal evidence ofExperiment 1,
the match-problem intercepts from each condition were
significantly different [F(I,46) = 4.57,p < .05]. As before,
the match slopes were not reliably different [F( I,46) =

.55,P < .5]. To facilitate comparison to Experiment 1, I
regressed the angular disparity, the display condition,
and the condition X disparity interaction against the
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Figure 5.Correct response latenciesand percent correct across the angular disparities for each problem type and displaycon
dition (Experiment 2). Error bars represent the standard error ofthe mean across trials for latencies and across subjects for
the percents correct.
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Table 2
Within-Subject Linearity Measures on Angular Disparity (Experiment 2)

Condition

Slope

M SD

Latency Accuracy

Intercept R2 Exp(B) % Correct

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Realistic
Under .006 .033 1.90 1.98 .096 .100 .985 .052 81.9 20.4
Match .026 .023 1.30 1.02 .105 .093 .986 .036 72.7 19.8
Over .009 .053 2.60 4.14* .157 .155 1.016 .049 52.7 32.0

Abstract
Under ~.021 .032 4.23 2.58 .090 .160 1.024 .049 67.8 23.9
Match .021 .017 1.88 .87 .060 .050 .978 .033 70.5 14.0
Over -.004 .022 2.98 1.72 .080 .082 1.042 .061 75.4 21.8

*The elevated values are due to one subject who had an intercept of 17 sec. If excluded, the
means of the overshoot slopes and intercepts become 0.16 sec/deg and 1.95 sec, respectively.

correct-response latencies (without nesting by subject).
The best model [F(2,2469) = 55.7, p < .01, R = .21,
SE = 2.04] includes the angle disparity term [t(2469) =

8.73, B = .022, SE = .00], the display condition term
[t(2469) = 6.10, B = .53, SE = .09], and the constant
term [t(2469) = 9.05, B = 1.34, SE = .15]. The condition
by disparity interaction was not significant [t(2468) =
- .4]. In terms of an analog transformation, both groups
had a pivoting rate of 47.8°/sec. The intercept was
1.34 sec for the realistic condition and 1.87 sec for the
abstract condition. These results are comparable to the
first experiment for which the pivoting rate was
48.2°/sec and the intercepts for the realistic and abstract
conditions were 1.13 and 2.04 sec, respectively.

The right-hand columns ofTable 2 and the bottom row
of Figure 5 show that the realistic and abstract conditions
had different error trends, as in Experiment 1. A multi
variate analysis of the individuals' Exp(B) coefficients
(i.e., the slope ofaccuracy by angular disparity) and per
cents correct for the three problem types indicated a re
liable difference between the two conditions [F(4,43) =
3.93, p < .01]. This effect distributed over two contrasts.
Due to the poor performances on the overshoot problems
in the realistic condition, the percents correct on the over
shoot and undershoot problems were in a different rela
tionship in the two conditions [F(l,22) = 12.01, P < .01;
HF = .49]. More importantly, the combined overshoot

and undershoot slopes were in a different relationship to
the match slopes in the two conditions [F( 1,22) = 6.34,
p < .05].

Figure 6 shows that subjects' overshoot accuracy in
the realistic condition was in a bimodal distribution.
This result suggests stable individual differences. How
ever, when searching for patterns that might reveal dif
ferent strategies, there were no systematic correlations.
Correlation analyses that attempted to separate the two
modes of the distribution on other dependent measures
accounted for less than 1% ofthe variance. Table 3 shows
the regression statistics of latency on angular disparity
separated by the above- and below-chance performers.
The only notable pattern was the inflated overshoot la
tencies for those who performed below chance. This was
due to the combination ofa few long latencies and a small
sample of correct response trials due to the below-chance
performances. The lack of differentiation on the latency
measures makes it difficult to assign strategy differences
to the two modes of the accuracy distribution.

Discussion
The latency and accuracy trends over angular dispar

ity echoed the findings of Experiment 1. The realistic and
abstract displays led to opposing trends on the mismatch
problems, and the abstract display led to longer latencies
on the match problems. Notably, the linear latency pat-
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Figure 6. Accuracy distributions for the realistic condition (Experiment 2).
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Table 3
Latency Regression Means for the Realistic Condition Separated

by Overshoot Accuracy (Experiment 2)

Overshoot
Accuracy

Below chance

Above chance

n

13

II

Problems

Under
Match
Over
Under
Match
Over

Slope (sec/ 0)

M SD

.004 .026

.023 .023

.012 .069

.010 .042

.029 .024

.005 .027

Intercept (sec)

M SD

1.92 1.76
1.29 1.29
3.01 5.44
1.87 2.09
1.31 .97
2.11 1.82

terns replicated Experiment I, even though the abstract
subjects did not show the previous strong tendency to
judge a problem as an overshoot, and many subjects in
the realistic condition gained a tendency to judge an
overshoot problem as a match. The overshoot problems
in the realistic condition yielded a bimodal accuracy dis
tribution with about half of the subjects performing
below chance. However, no evidence was found that dif
ferentiated the subjects in either mode on any of the
other dependent measures. Given that the crossover in
teraction in correct rejection latencies held up in a sec
ond experiment that had low correlations, identifiable
individual differences, and a shift in response bias (i.e.,
the overshoot problems), the effect ofthe graphic display
on reasoning appears to be a stable result. To further
document the phenomenon, one possible step is to find
a better function for creating the mismatch offsets (e.g.,
a logarithmic function; Buckley & Gillam, 1974). This
might yield data more perfectly in accord with the orig
inal predictions. However, given the inherent variability
of this difficult task, a more appropriate next step may be
to generalize these results to other stimuli and tasks.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The current experiments demonstrated differential
performances in both latency and accuracy that result
from two levels of perceptual fidelity on the same task.
This task was to determine whether the marks on either
leg of a hinge would meet if the hinge closed. Process
models contrasting analog imagery and feature-based
judgments provided the basic framework for describing
the empirical results. The model for the analog process
was that subjects transformed a mental image of the
hinge as they would expect the hinge to behave in the
world. Data from the more realistic display supported
this model, because there was a positive linear relation
ship between angular disparity and latency. In its own
right, this is a useful finding, because it indicates that
people can use analog imagery to reason about physically
constrained transformations (i.e., about a pivot point).
The interpretation of an analog transformation for the re
alistic display gains strength when it is contrasted with
the data from the abstract condition, data which I inter
pret as demonstrating the different results that come from
the main hypothetical alternative to an analog strategy.

This alternative is a more discrete, feature-based strat
egy. The model for the feature-based process was that
subjects initially followed a rejection-oriented strategy
in which they looked for metric differences in static fea
tures of the display. The data from the abstract display
supported this model, because mismatch latencies
dropped as the angular disparity became greater, pre
sumably due to the increasing mismatch discriminabil
ity. Further supporting this interpretation, mismatch ac"
curacy increased with the angular disparity for the
abstract display but not for the realistic display. Finally,
for the match problems of the abstract display, latencies
increased with the angular disparity at the same rate as
in the realistic condition. Importantly, the intercept for
the abstract match problems was over a half second
greater than the realistic problems' intercept. This sug
gests that after subjects in the abstract condition could
not detect a difference using a feature-based approach,
they switched to an analog strategy.

One problematic aspect ofthe process models for each
condition is that the data had a high level ofunexplained
variance that makes it difficult to infer stable internal
processes. Nonetheless, the crossover interactions from
Experiment I held up in Experiment 2, although there
were several changes in procedure and results. For ex
ample, unlike Experiment I, the overall accuracy and vari
ability of the abstract condition in Experiment 2 approx
imated that of the realistic condition. Thus, the different
patterns from the two conditions cannot be ascribed to
more general performance issues such as not being able
to see the abstract display clearly. Given the stability of
the overall patterns in the midst ofhigh variability, a pru
dent conclusion might be that the two process accounts
are descriptions of the modal strategies for the two dis
plays.

Given the effect of pictorial realism, it becomes use
ful to consider what might cause this effect. According
to the fidelity hypothesis, the integrity of the visual in
formation determines whether one reasons about the ref
erent or the image. Schwartz and Black's (in press) com
puter simulation of depictive reasoning provides one
possible account of the psychological mechanisms. In
this simulation, a mental model was constructed around
the information provided in the visual array. Ofparticu
lar importance was whether the provided information
was sufficient for constructing a referential model that
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included constraints for resolving a physical or spatial
relationship without excessive memorial enrichment (cf.
Farah, Rochlin, & Klein, 1994; Marr, 1982). For exam
ple, the program simulated how people might imagine
the coordinated rotations of two meshing gears. In one
case, the simulation received gear pictures that included
surface information about the gear circumferences. With
this information, the computer simulation constructed a
model that used the friction at the surface contact points
to coordinate the rotations of the two gears. In a second
case, the picture of the gears was a simple line drawing.
Consequently, the program could not use perceptual in
formation about the gear surfaces to support a simulation
that depended on surface friction. Instead, the program
extracted metric information about the radii of the cir
cles and applied more general geometric principles. For
the current experiments, the solidity and implied mass of
the realistic hinge drawing may have supported the con
struction of a representation that could depict the be
havior ofthe hinge. In the abstract display, there was less
physically relevant information available for the con
struction of a depictive model.

A competing account is that subjects reasoned about
dynamic behaviors with the realistic display because the
extra pictorial detail obscured the precise metrics and
made it difficult to reason in a more feature-based man
ner. Although this might be the case for other pictures
with distracting detail, it seems unlikely for the hinge
task, given that subjects in the realistic condition were
able to use size information with an accuracy that matched
the abstract condition. Although anecdotal, it is infor
mative to note the subjects' introspection on the task.
During debriefing, subjects were shown displays from
each condition and were asked to predict which condi
tion they thought would yield the better results. Notably,
many of the subjects felt that the realistic display was
easier to work with even though they noted that there
were more distracting details. They felt that the realistic
display made them think of concrete objects and gave
them something to "hold on to." This supports the idea
that the informational completeness or fidelity of an
image supports the construction of a referential model
(cf. Cooper, 1989), not that the complexity of the image
prevents a feature-based solution. Further research using
more variations in pictorial complexity could address
this question more fully.

A potential alternative to the fidelity hypothesis might
be termed the "similarity hypothesis." This hypothesis
posits that the reasoning for a specific display is deter
mined by the similarity of that display to prior experi
ences. The hypothesis might be framed in terms ofprim
ing so that each display primed its own body of prior
knowledge. For example, the schematic drawing of the
abstract condition may have primed the feature-based
reasoning associated with similar graphic conventions.
The similarity hypothesis is akin to Hochberg's (1974)
suggestion that ambiguous visual information is en
riched by relying on mental representations of similar,
previously experienced information. The similarity hy-

pothesis could complement the fidelity hypothesis, if
one assumes that priming effects are secondary to the
initial referential disambiguation. For example, reason
ing about an image or representation requires access to
some prior knowledge, and priming provides a general
account for the knowledge retrieval. Indeed, evidence of
consistent priming comes from the many subjects in the
abstract condition who explicitly mentioned trying to
use various geometric principles. However, the similar
ity and fidelity hypotheses do differ. With the similarity
hypothesis, an impoverished image primes memories for
similar impoverished images. With the fidelity hypothe
sis, the impoverished information initially leads one to
think about the representation rather than its referent,
regardless of the similarity to the previous images one
has experienced. This leads to at least two operational
differences that can help experimentally to tease apart
the relative contributions of fidelity and priming.

According to the fidelity hypothesis, impoverished
images should become the referent even if one has had
no prior experience that could be primed by the particu
lar type of infidelity shown in the image. For example,
painters that preceded the Renaissance, such as Giotto,
experimented with depth cues (e.g., Guillaud & Guil
laud, 1987). Their solutions, which predated the devel
opment of current perspective techniques, should not re
mind many people ofany other perceptual experience. In
this situation, the fidelity hypothesis predicts that one
initially reasons about the painting as the referent rather
than the scene it portrays, whereas the similarity hy
pothesis has no direct prediction. The second operational
difference is that the fidelity hypothesis posits that the
effect is based in perceptual information and is not sim
ply a demonstration of general priming effects. This
means that it should be difficult to undermine the initial
effects of perceptual fidelity by priming conceptual
knowledge or knowledge of social expectations. So, ac
cording to the fidelity hypothesis, inducing a "feature
based" set should have a minimal influence on how one
solves the hinge problem. For example, short of direc
tives to the contrary, subjects should tend to use analog
imagery for the realistic image even if they receive prob
lems that alternate between realistic and abstract pre
sentations or if they have just previously solved multiple
geometry problems about triangles.

For the current purposes of showing that an image
provides information that helps resolve the one-to-many
mapping between picture and reference, I have opera
tionalized two levels of reference by contrasting analog
and feature-based reasoning for two levels of perceptual
fidelity. However, there are many different ways people
can construe the relationship between pictorial repre
sentation and reference. For example, one might view a
picture as representing a class of referents rather than a
specific referent, as is often the case with young chil
dren's drawings (Gardner, 1980). In the current case,
given the lack of individuating perceptual information in
the abstract display, subjects may have seen the abstract
image as the representation of the idea of a hinge, not



any existing hinge. For the realistic display, subjects may
have seen a specific physical hinge. It would be infor
mative to develop tasks that could differentiate the rea
soning for the many possible referents of a visual repre
sentation (e.g., an existing referent, a possibly existing
referent, a class of referents, a picture of a picture of a
referent, the picture itself, etc.). Perhaps, using real
hinges, photographs of hinges, cartoons of hinges, pic
tures ofpictures ofhinges, and diagrams ofhinges could
provide some leverage on the issue. However, for the
current task, determining what features or lack of fea
tures are sufficient to lead people to reason about differ
ent levels of reference may be impossible given the nar
row bandwidth of possibly discriminating evidence.
More generally, it may be very difficult to use a single
task to delineate a discrete list of pictorial features and
accompanying referential interpretations, given the in
teractions of different visual features, cultural and per
ceptual experiences, and spatial and semantic knowledge
(Hochberg, 1962).

Regardless of the ultimate explanation of the current
effects ofgraphic realism, the implications of the exper
iments are fairly clear with respect to research that em
ploys diagrams or pictures as surrogates for real physi
cal objects. One cannot assume that research conclusions
based on diagrammatic materials will generalize to phys
ical materials. In particular, diagrams may yield more
static, feature-based reasoning than the simulative rea
soning one might find with a picture or physical object.

The current studies may also have implications for ed
ucation, although the effects are diminutive compared
with other influences in the classroom. As computers be
come a more prevalent part of the classroom experience,
the designer may want to make strategic decisions about
when to use realistic or schematic graphics. One possi
ble guideline is that if one wants the student to imagine
the referent, one should use photorealism. However, if
one wants the student to reflect on more symbolic or for
mal descriptions of the object, one should use schematic
diagrams. For example, one might use an actual image of
a person sliding down an inclined plane to help the stu
dent think in terms of forces as they are perceptually ex
perienced. After these perceptual notions are brought to
mind and reflected upon, one may want to switch to more
abstract drawings of two dimensional blocks on oblique
lines. Perhaps, the student will then be in a position to
connect intuitive and analytic treatments of mass, fric
tion, and gravity.
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NOTES

I. In the current work, I do not distinguish between informational
impoverishment and infidelity. In general, they are highly correlated.
Except for pictures that intentionally violate certain constraints (e.g.,
interposition), infidelities generally arise from informational omis
sions as in the case of omitting reflectance and supporting surfaces in
the diagram of a device.

2. In both experiments, outliers greater than 3 SDs from the condi
tion mean were replaced with the condition mean plus 3 SDs. This was
less than 2% of the cases in all conditions.

3. To retrieve the univariate statistics, the degrees of freedom have
been reduced from 30 to 12 according to the Huynh-Feldt correction
(HF) for sphericity violations (Cliff, 1987). Correction values are
noted throughout the text when they were required.

4. The more appropriate, but less interpretable, contrast involves an
arcsine transformation of the ratio data (Kirk, 1982). This analysis
yielded the same results as the analysis of the percents themse Ives.
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